
I met with Fred Stiles at the 2022 Butler convention and was very impressed with Green Umbrella, 
GreenIce CureTM System as well as Fred's knowledge/confidence in its results. In the Fall of 2022, 
we wanted to try the GreenIce Cure System on our new shop floor so we could show it to potential 
customers if it was everything we were promised. The finished product of our floor slab was every 
bit of what Fred told us we would get. We are very impressed with the results and are scheduled to 
use these products on several upcoming projects. The combination of product results and Fred's 
experience/honesty has made all of us at Clouse Construction believers in the GreenIce Cure 
System. We highly recommend this system to other contractors who have customers looking for 
the features/value these products deliver.

Brian Clouse
VP at Clouse Construction
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Green Umbrella GreenIce Cure & Cap™ System is an interior or 
exterior @EarlyAge™ integral concrete cure with a wear-guard 
that gives performance for the day of the race forward. This 
three-part system utilizes a cure IceStart™, during finishing and 
fixative, IceStop™, immediately after troweling. IceCap™ is a 
sub-topical sealer that crosslinks to the GreenIce Cure to 
preserve the architectural concrete finish by preventing deterio-
ration or contaminant penetration. Additionally, IceCap™ gives a 
high-gloss to the refined concrete surface for improved reflectiv-

ity and aesthetic appeal. GreenIce Cure & Cap results in an unconventional, consolidated, and refined surface that 
promotes best concrete practice improving edges and ff/fl numbers. @Finishing it works as a finishing aide— yet 
provides a cured, mechanically and chemically densified floor with the appearance of polished concrete look, all at 
the day of placement—cutting construction downtime considerably. GreenIce Cure & Cap will protect concrete 
during construction if abrasive polishing is scheduled for a later stage, removing the need for expensive floor protec-
tion. The GreenIce Cure & Cap System brings industry-leading hardness, density, abrasion resistance while retaining 
the maximum amount of moisture within the concrete during curing for an unconventional architectural concrete floor 
that gives high speed installation from start to finish.

IceStart™ is a Surface Applied SCM (Supplementary Cementitious Material) Admixture that is the first treatment of a 
Two-part Surface Applied Admixture Cure and Densification System, called GreenIce Cure System™ with GUnanoInside 
technology— that is designed for Interior or Exterior concrete. Used only @EarlyAge concrete staging, it is a chemical 
and mechanical process applied at time of concrete placement and power troweling. 

IceStop™ is a Hydrophobic Fixative for Surface Applied Admixture Cure that is the second treatment of a Two-part 
Surface Applied Admixture Cure and densification System, GreenIce Cure™, with GUnanoInside technology— that is 
designed for Interior, or Exterior concrete—applied after the power trowel concrete finishing is complete. IceStop cross-
links to IceStart cure to form benefits conventionally seen only in hight-performance polished concrete floors.

IceCap™ is a Penetrating Resinous Reactive Interior-Exterior MicroFinish for Non-Profiled Surfaces for Interior or Exterior 
concrete. IceCap works for a stain-protection and could be applied before trades are on the floor for protection of the 
construction phase of building. 
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